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American Aircraft Dropped Weapons to ISIS, Iraqi
MP
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On Saturday, MP Majid al-Ghraoui said that, an American aircraft dropped a load of weapons
and equipment into the hands of the ISIS group militants in southeast of Tikrit, located in
Salahuddin province.

MP Majid al-Ghraoui, the member of the Security and Defense Committee in the Parliament,
said: “The information that has reached us in the security and defense committee indicates
that an American aircraft dropped a load of weapons and equipment to the ISIS group
militants at the area of al-Dour in the province of Salahuddin.”

He added, “The committee will set a meeting within the next few days to follow up on that
incident,” pointing out that, “This incident is continuously happening and has also occurred
in some other regions.”

“The  U.S.  is  trying  to  obtain  more  benefits  and  privileges  from  the  government  to
set  military  bases  in  Iraq,”  Ghraoui  said.

Noteworthy, the security committee in Salahuddin Provincial Council announced today, that
unidentified air crafts dropped weapons and gear to the ISIS group elements in southeast of
Tikrit.
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